OLOC SUGGESTED READINGS AND VIDEOS

AGEISM

GENERAL
ESSAYS
Adelman, Marcy. “Quieting our Fears: Lesbians and Aging”. In Out/Look, Fall 1988 (Vol. 1, No. 3).

BIOGRAPHIES/AUTOBIOGRAPHIES/MEMOIRS

SOCIOLOGY/PSYCHOLOGY

FICTION & POETRY

VIDEOS
Fiction and other Truths, a film about Jane Rule. 1995.
World of Light: a Portrait of May Sarton. 1982.

PERIODICALS
The OLOC Reporter (formerly The Old Lesbian Organizing Committee Newsletter),
(Houston, TX), 1990-present.
We Are Visible (ed. by Vashte Doublex, Mendocino, CA), 1989?-1998.

WEBSITE ADDRESSES
OLOC www.oloc.org
Classic Dykes Online www.classicdykes.com (Available on this website is an excellent and thorough Lesbian Aging Bibliography which is frequently updated. Both the Bibliography and several scholarly articles on old lesbians accessed through the Bibliography’s contributors, as well as other links on the website, tend to be academic and scholarly in nature, and of particular interest to those involved in the social sciences. But the website is an excellent place to begin searching for information about Old Lesbians.)

This Suggested Reading and Viewing List was compiled by Sally T. Duplaix, MLS for OLOC in February 1999. It will be updated regularly and available upon request by email at lilbob@capecod.net or by mail at P.O. Box 1174, West Chatham, MA 02669.
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